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Not a 'suite' option
Juniors find new home in redesigned Kostka/Claver
By Laura Walsh
STAFF WRITER
Lately the housing situation has
been the buzz around Fairfield, especially with all of the new changes occurring. Although it has been an unwritten law that most freshman live in
Kostka and Claver and the upperclassmen seem to flock to the Quad, the
Housing Department has made some
major adjustments.
It looks as though a new "Junior
Village" of sorts is going to be created
to accommodate the 200 juniors who
did not get a townhouse or apartment
through the lottery system.
Kostka and Claver are being designated just for juniors and with new
furniture, a new paint job and a new
electrical system, a new option is being presented.
All of the old, stationed furniture
in both dorms is being ripped out and

"Living in Kostka/
Claver is right up
there with looking
into the sun with
binoculars and is as
exciting as watching
paint dry."
-Andrew Storey '02
replaced with new, moveable furniture.
"I think it will have a positive effect for the junior class because they will
be able to live close to the apartments and
can be together with the majority of the
See "Kostka/Claver" on page 2

The Class of 2002 gets ready to move in to Kostka/Claver, their newest housing option

Registration changes ahead for students
By Lori Rizzo
NEWS EDITOR
Login for another chance to register for courses online. With the past
semester behind them, the registrar's
office has made some changes in hopes
of improving past mistakes and making registration online less of a hassle.
"We're very positive that this is
going to be better," said Judith Arel,
Assistant to the registrar, when explaining the new changes in the system. Still,
she said, "It's a little complicated this
time to explain."
The major problem last semester
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Registration continues to change for the future

seemed to be a large number of students
trying to get online at 9am, when the registration was first available, said Arel.
The back up caused the system to slow
down and frustrated students skipped
class to head to computer labs to fight
for future courses, she explained.
Hence the changes. "First of all, there
is to be a new machine in place," said
Arel, "Which we are hoping will speed
it (the process) up." But the biggest
change seems to be the time frames.
"Registration time is not so much during class time," explained Arel.
The registration for core and elective
courses will be offered at night and on
the weekends instead of during the day
in hopes of deterring students from missing class as well as using a time when

Comtnentary
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happeneep. 9

the system is not already be heavily used
by students for other resources, said Arel.
Also, instead of dreading the number
on the wall in Canisius, this time letters
are your ticket in. "It's like a lottery, but
instead of lottery numbers you're using
your last name as your entrance," said
Arel. "These web registration alphabets
will change (similar to the way lottery
numbers students were used to)."
For example, if your last name begins
with 'P' and you are in the class of 2002,
you are the first to register online in your
class during the 5-7pm allotted time period during the day of the 2002 registration for core and electives.
So what do those numbers on the wall
mean? Well, for most people, not much.
See "R" on page 4
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Continued from page 1
class. Since the freshmen and sophomores are closer in age, they should be
able to live well together and the sophomores can help the first year students,"
Henry Humphreys, Director of Housing
said.
Two kitchens will be placed in the
first and fourth lounges in Claver, a measure that was meant to make living easier
for those juniors living in the buildings.
Humphreys said that these changes
will take some time getting used to and
the road to improvement might be a
bumpy one, but if the advantages are as
great as they sound, then it should be
worth the trouble and the wait.
But students may not be convinced
of this theory just yet. "Living in Kostka/
Claver is right up there with looking into
the sun with binoculars and is as exciting as watching paint dry," Andrew
Storey '02.
"I think that basically the consequences of that action wasn't well
throughout ," said Chris Salvatore '02.
"The decision was hastily thrown together in order to please a large majority that was upset with the outcome of
the lottery after the addition of the new
''What are the chances of being able
to cook a meal when you are fighting
370 other students for one of the four
kitchens? And what is the use of a modified meal plan if you can't cook?" Storey
demanded.
"I feel that if you make the best of it
the situation could work out. Every other,
junior is probably going to live there too,
they are not really giving the us any other
option," said Jay Reska '02
Juniors feel trapped into a situation
that may not be the best solution after
all. "I'm still upset about the whole situation," said Kim DiVincenzo '02. " But
I've accepted it's going to be bad and
we aren't getting what we want. But at

News

least they're trying."
i
apartments.
Kostka and Claver aren't the only
dorms that will be receiving new
makeovers. Both Jogues and Gonzaga
are being renovated over the summer.
They are getting new lounges that will
appear much different from those in the
other dorms on the Quad. New lighting
and a new type of woodwork will be

"It was done in response to the junior's
concerns about having to live with freshman andsophomotvs
in a normal dorm
situation."

mal dorm situation. One member of the
junior class asked to have an area designated just for them," said Humphreys.
But where does everyone else go?
The spots in Kostka and Claver that
aren't filled by juniors will have to go to
only a minority of sophomores while the
rest of the sophomore class will head to
the quad. All of the freshman will be
housed in certain dorms in the Quad and
in Dolan.
Some freshman are not pleased by
this decision and feel as though they are
getting the worst end of the bargain, considering that many of them lived in
Kostka and Claver this year and were
looking forward to living with mostly
upperclassmen on the quad next year.
Michael Brosnan '03 said. "The
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question is: where should we go? If we
elect to live in Kostka/Claver we will be
separated from the majority of sophomores. If we choose the Quad, we'll be
living with freshman. Shouldn't we be
given a better choice?"
Many are also concerned with the
social consequences all of these adjustments will have on the campus. Henry
Humphreys believes that the new living
conditions will be. for the most part, beneficial to the campus as a whole.
"I came (to Fairfield) with the intentions of living in a townhouse or off-campus my junior and senior year. We pay
so much money to go here that we should
be getting those accommodations and
instead we are getting the shaft," said
Kim DiVincenzo, '02.

- Henry Humphreys
used.
Jogues is also receiving brand new
furniture but Gonzaga is not. It is also
important to note that Substance Free
Housing will be on the 4th floor of Cam
pion and Regis and on the fist floor
North side of Kostka, and the Math and
Science Floor will be moved to the 2nd
floor of Jogues.
In addition, 50% of the rooms on the
Math and Science Floor and a majority
of rooms on the 4th floor of Campion
has been reserved for incoming fresh
man.
According to Humphreys, the
main purpose of all of these alterations
is to offer the juniors a more adequate
living situation.
"It was done in response to the
junior's concerns about having to live
with freshman and sophomores in a nor

By Chris £tanton
Assistant Commentary Editor

March 8th
4:15 P.M.-Security was notified in regards to a group of
students with way too much time on their hands who were
throwing water balloons from a third floor window of
Loyola. Security spoke to the students who ceased and
desisted.
March 9th
12:27P.M.-Wallets were taken from unlocked and unattended
offices in Bellarmine. Fairfield police was notified and is
investigating the case.
March 10th

Classifieds

1:18A.M.-A Continuing Education student visiting a friend in
Dolan broke a glow-stick in order to activate it, resulting with
fluid in his eyes. The student called 911 instead of security
and his eyes were flushed by EMT's. The student refused
transportation. Glow-sticks are not toys.

Attention all female students: Looking for off-campus
housing for summer 2000/ school year '00-'01
Adorable farmhouse , four blocks from the beach.
3 bedrooms/2baths New wall to wall carpeting throughout.
Central air conditioning. 2 washers and 2 dryers. Fully
furnished. It won't last. Call 254-7739

3:45P.M. Memory chips were taken from a computer on the
first floor of McAuliffe hall.

Liveout nanny needed for playful 18 month toddler.
Must love children, have excellent references and own
transportation. Part-time or full-time .
Nice West Norwalk family.
(203) 846-2131

1999 Nissan Sentra GXE
Fully loaded, silver, mint, automatic, CD player,
extended warranty.
$13,500

10:00 P.M.-Security received calls from Dobs Ferry, Greenwich, Peekskill and Mercy College in NY regarding the
suspect in exposure incidents three weeks ago. He is continuing his actions in malls and grade schools in the area.
The suspect fit the description of the man Dobs Ferny police
are searching for.
March 16th
9:00A.M.-Fairfield Prep students had the odor of Marijuana
on their person. They were sent to the Dean of Students and
were then sent home.
March 19th
8:00P.M.-A Dolan East room had two cameras and one roll of
film taken. It is estimated at $100 in value, there are no
suspects.
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Houlihan has high hopes
By Megan Loiaconi
STAFF WRITER
With the many developments and
changes taking place on campus, the Student Senate is not to be excluded.
Thirty-seventh Session Senate President Molly Houlihan was inducted into
office three weeks ago along with the
other members of the executive board
and thirty-two senators, eight from each
class.
Houlihan has been involved with the
Senate since being elected to serve on
the executive board as the University
Life Chairperson of the 35th Session in
the fall of her freshman year.
After spending a semester abroad,
Houlihan then returned as a Class of
2001 Senator.
Having served as a senator and executive board member, Houlihan decided to make the jump to run for Senate President.
"I have an overall prospective of how
the Senate is run," said Houlihan. "I also
truly believe that I can make a difference
in the University Community by having
the communication and organizational
skills needed to perform successfully."

Photo: Mirror archives
Molly Houlihan the new Senate President

The newly inducted senators came
into office and hit the ground running
by being heavily involved in the campus construction.
"Senators represent their classmates
by conveying to University administrators what the students want and need on
campus," said Houlihan. "We will also
have a very active role in the reconstruction of the campus center."
Besides the construction on campus,
the Senate has also been working with
the Rec-Plex to examine possible use of
the weight room by student during basketball games, and even possible size

expansion.
For those that do not know, Senate
elections are held once a year at the same
time as FUSA Presidential elections.
Students who wish to run must complete
a petition before their name can be added
to the ballot. Then, students can vote
for up to eight Senators in their class
only.
Also, the current Senate executive
board, along with the other Senators, can
nominate candidates for executive positions; then those elections are held behind closed doors among Senate members.
"Students must know who their Senators are," said Houlihan. "They are the
voice of the students and I encourage all
students to contact their senators to voice
their complaints."
As has been the theme of student
leaders this year, Houlihan hopes to continue to raise the bar of leadership standards for the students.
"Through the 37th session, we hope
to raise the standards of Senate," said
Houlihan. "The use of Parliamentary
Procedures during session allows meetings to be run in a professional and effective manor."
Besides boosting the credibility
within Senate, Houlihan has made

strides to reach out to the University
Community as well. The most effective
means of this communication has been
through weekly emails prior to the Sunday evening meetings to the University
community informing them of the upcoming agenda.
"We have also had a number of presentations to inform students of the current issues on campus," said Houlihan.
"Jim Fitzpatrick has spoken about the
construction, Duane Melzer and Keith
Nargi spoke about town relations and
Henry Humphreys addressed the Senate
regarding University housing."
"These presentations are informative,
as well as helping in identifying the problems concerning the university."
Houlihan

Weekend activities
finally draw crowd
By Lisa Quercia
STAFF WRITER
By Lori Rizzo
NEWS EDITOR
Through all of the talk about weekend programming, students have at last
responded.
While many events come and go on
campus without notice, Grad assistant,
Michael Reimer has begun a tidal wave
of interest by making low cost Broadway tickets and half price movie tickets
available to students.
"I think they just cater to the basic
needs of the students," said Reimer in
explanation of the program's success.
Christine Talbot a junior here at
Fairfield says that she is, "Pretty psyched
about the idea. It's great for broke college kids like us who like to go to the
movies!"
But with such high demand for programming, where did Reimer get such a
successful and student orientated idea?
"It's things that I did in college where I
went ... I thought it would be useful
here," Reimer said.
Reimer works with four grad assistants who have each graduated from different colleges, which he feels helps with
creating new ideas, and he encourages
students to keep an eye out for activity
ideas while visiting other schools or
through friends that arc going to school
at different universities.

Weekend options have just gotten brighter for Fairfield students

The Barone Campus Center, in collaboration with FUSA began sponsoring
the movie ticket program for students
about one month ago.
For only $4, students can purchase
movie tickets to any showing at either
the Bridgeport Showcase Cinema or the
Fairfield Cinema as well as other Showcase and Mulitplex theatres.
Due to the high demand for the tickets, Reimer explained that FACE contributed extra funds to continue the
movie ticket program. After only four
weeks, over 300 tickets were purchased
by students.
The tickets are bought in bulk for $6
each by the school and sold to students

for only $4 each through the additional
funds that the school provides. FACE has
made it

possible to continue offering 100 tickets
per week for the rest of the year, said
Reimer.
In addition to the success of the
movie ticket offer, students responded
with equal enthusiasm to the Broadway
ticket offer, which included ticket and
transportation for $23 per person.
The program is being sponsored by
the BCC, the FACE committee, and the
Office of New Student Programs. To
date, approximately 200 tickets have
been sold, according to Reimer.
"I think making Broadway tickets

available at the campus center is really
wonderful and the fact that they are so
inexpensive is even better," said
Marlayna Marks '01. "It gives students
a chance to do other things with their
weekends."
After the Phantom of the Opera and
Riverdance tickets sold out, the school
offered an additional 60 tickets for Phantom and 20 tickets for Riverdance.
However, these tickets did not include
transportation because the funds that had
been originally provided by FACE and
FUSA were no longer available.
Still, the tickets that will be going
on sale shortly, including Aida and
Swing, do include transportation because
they were part of the original plan, said
Reimer.
"It's part of our job to come up with
new and exciting things," said Reimer.
"This was above and beyond."
Still, when questioned about a lack
in recent programming that has appealed
to students Reimer responded by saying.
"I think the best way is that students need
to voice what they want to see ... and
they need to lake an active part if
people want things done."
With the planning of the new and
improved campus center, Reimer expects the see the ticket program in place
for the next few years to come, and hopes
that it will be expanded Id include discounted tickets to sporting events and
other entertainment in the area in the nexi
year or two.
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Click here for
registration online health

Continued from page 1
In fact, the only people they actually
apply to are Business and Biology majors. So, if you are a business major with
lottery number 700, you are not as bad
off as it may seem. The lottery number
that you are assigned is out of your entire class, and you are only competing
against other business majors for classes.
So why not get rid of the number system all together to decrease confusion?
Or limit the numbers to Business and
Biology majors? According to Arel, it is
easier for the registrar to leave them as
is, just in case a department may want to
use them in the future.
Major and minor registration will
change a bit as well. These courses will
be registered for the old fashion way in line, and perhaps in a longer line.
Two weeks have been designated for
major/minor registration. The first week
will include business, American studies,
chemistry, history, philosophy, physics,
sociology and anthropology, religion,
neuron science, international studies,
visual and performing arts and modern
language.
The catch? All students from each
class with any of the above majors will
have only one designated day to register
among their classmates - in line. For
example, Monday, March 27th will be
the class of 2001, ect., until Thursday of

the week when courses will be open to
minors. The second week will include
nursing, engineering, English, biology,
psychology, communications, economics, math, computer science, politics, and
education minors.
And what about the professor that you
loved last semester whose course always
fills up before you roll out of bed? April
13th and 14th will be reserved for a
"clean up of their schedule," said Arel.
Being written into classes cannot be done
on the web or until all students have registered for their courses.
But advisors will not stop advising.
In addition to your secret pin code that
allows you to access transcripts and
course information, your advisor will be
providing a second pin number required
for online registration.
Also, according to Arel there will be
people in the labs to help students get
onto the web who are not accustomed to
doing so, and the registration staff will
be working during the new registration
hours (For example, Friday April 7th 311pm: Class 2001, Saturday April 8th 19pm: Class of 2002..,) in case students
have questions.
"I think it's better organized, and I
think the spreading out of times (to about
200 students per two hour group) is going to help a great deal," said Arel. "It
should ease machine usage greatly."

By Stephanie Sierzputowski
STAFF WRITER
Visits to the campus health center are
often times complete with a notoriously
long wait, and uninteresting reading
material. Luckily, a new Internet company, headed by Dr. Richard R Keeling,
recently went online and features various forms of health information to provide students with a format to which they
can easily relate.
The content of this new web site is
separated into six categories, including

Student disappointment with health services
Photo: Paul Pennelli
opens new doors

alcohol and drugs, sexuality, relationships, body image, stress, and other such
issues that college students might be
faced with.

The subject matter of the site is formatted so that there is new information
being added to it each day. It is not, however, the intention of this site to "preach"
to students about changing their behavior. According to Dr. Keeling, the site
"understands how complex the decisions
are when it comes to figuring out sex,
drinking, how you want to relate to
people. It doesn't pretend that the decisions are easy."
Nearly 30 percent of colleges and
universities nationwide have already
made the new site, entitled "98six.com,"
their official health-services home page.
according to an article in The Chronicle
of Higher Education.
This month, a second Web site called
"Collegchealthhub.com," will be linked
with its predecessor. It can be used by
professionals as well as students, and
will allow students to schedule appointments, communicate with providers, receive test results, and order prescription
refills.
Sara Carollo, a freshman at Fairfield,
agrees that having such imperative health
issues available at the click of a mouse
would make sense. "Almost every other
aspect of this university is available to
students on the internet, and on the
Fairfield homepage. Why shouldn't students be able to get health information,
too?" she says.

A class you'ue always wanted to
take, but neuer made the time...
Learn to DEFEND yourself.
An invaluable 2-hour seminar which will present the tools
and information to help you avoid becoming a victim*
• Personal safety on-campus and off
• Environmental awareness & street smarts
• Rape prevention tactics
• How to defend against an attacker using simple techniques
which incorporate body physics and vital strike points
• How everyday items can be used as defensive tools

f T l—l^»

t\w I\«

7- 9PM
Black Box
Wien Theater
• at the Quick Center

presented by

This fast-paced lecture/hands-on seminar is one
you cannot afford to miss! Make the time.

DON'T become a VICTIM.
Limited space! Sign up early. Call Security at
254-4090 or ext. 4090 to reserve your spot.
Sponsored by Security.

I Mm

SELF DEFENSE
INSTRUCTION
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Campus life
Students are back and the verdict is in!
Spring Break - A great time once again
By Maria DeRuccio
STAFF WRITER

Fairfield students occupied
themselves during Spring Break at a
wide variety of locations. Some traveled to sunny islands, while others
toured a foreign country, and still
many enjoyed their very own 'home
sweet home.' Regardless where students enjoyed the luxury of not attending class, there were definitely
some humorous stories involved. In
speaking with some FU students,
there seemed to be many comments
on spring break happenings.
Cancun is among the most
famous islands for spring breakers,
and is also known as one of the craziest. Many of us have seen clips on
MTV, but one student shares her own
personal experience.
"I thought it was a good idea
to put a baby bottle in between my
guy friend's legs and suck it to win a
contest," Ali Moonan, '02. Wherever this lucky guy is, he was among
the many that enjoyed the fun of a
contest.
Some students went above
and beyond the typical wild stunts,
Moonan recalls one specific girl and
guy couple acting quiet obscenely in
the middle of a bar.
The general consensus
proves that many FU students traveled to Jamaica this year. The one
o'clock rain showers didn't stop students from having fun.
"The last night there, my
friends thought it would be funny if
they stripped down in front of hun-

dreds of people and streaked into the
ocean screaming their heads off,"
said Jacki Silvestri, '01.
While her friends were baring it all, Silvestri was busy elsewhere, "I fell in love with a Rasta
named Pink Floyd and I'm now trying to get him a Visa," added

Daytona Beach was another
spring break hot spot. Many students
enjoyed beautiful weather and raging clubs. But not all of it was enjoyable as one student pointed out.
"After my spring break I realized that
not everyone should show their thong

Silvestri. Yes, many students were
fortunate enough to find a special
someone during spring break.
From Jamaica to South Padre Island there was still the common
theme of unclothed students- craziness. "My friend flashed a 34 yearold man with a Polaroid camera to
get us all Mardi Gras beads," said
Andrea Keathing, '00.
One student shared his opinion on the beads in Cancun. "Mardi
Gras beads are cool," Eric ' Vincenzo'
Tortora, '03. There is no confusion
in understanding why Mardi Gras
has become popular outside of New
Orleans, and it may help answer the
question as to why a 34 year-old pervert was on spring break in the first

when the 'Thong Song" is played,'
according to Jay Cowley, '01. It
seems students should consider taking the lyrics of a song a little less
literally.
The FU Glee Club spent
their break touring and performing
in parts of Europe. More amusing
was what they did when they weren't
singing.
"I mooned the guard at the
tower of London and my friends took
pictures," said Patrick Dorion, '01.
This just goes to show you that you
don't have to be on an island to get
naked.
Some students ventured out
into the cold weather for a week of
skiing and partying. Tim Donahue.

place.

'01, found the nightlife during his
spring break in Canada to be a little
different than the normal spring
break activities.
"The trip was great. (Jared)
Scotto and (Matt) Bizzarro got a rub
down from Pierre, the hairy Canadian masseur."
Many students went home to
work, relax and enjoy some home
cooked meals. "I spent my spring
break catching up on re-runs, of
Beverly Hills 90210 and wondering
why Kelly cheated on Matt with
Dylan in Mexico when she should
have been with me in Jersey," said
Evan Megaro, '03. To Megaro even
being at home can be a fun-filled way
to occupy your time during spring
break.
Whether you saw or did
something wild and crazy or just sat
in front of the TV, we are now all
back to reality. Monday probably
came as a culture shock but be positive there are still more breaks ahead.
Whether you look forward to Easter,
Clam Jam or next Saturday, another
breather will be here soon enough.

Spring
Break
Cheers
and Boos
inside!

SoCo's top 10 insights into Spring Break in Key West...
10. Upon invite to someone's hotel room, it is bad form to pass ont before dishing out
9. People get very mad when you take a close-up picture when they are making out
8. When the Navy comes to town, Run! Those boys have been on the ship for 6 months
7. The commonly used miliary eyewear known as BCG's (Birth Control Glasses) were designed as a strategic move to deter
females from any attraction to these Navy men
6. If you're drunk and forget your shoes in a bar, you will not be allowed re-entry if you return barefoot- Remember everyone
must wear a shirt and shoes into any establishment
5. If you dance on a bar, not only are you liable to get your ass repeatedly smacked by the bartenders, but video footage may
appear on the Internet afterward
4. Contrary to popular belief, while Drag Queens are homosexuals, they will not hesitate to kiss a girl or grab a straight guy's
package during their performance. (Oh! Large tips are expected, they are to be placed in all of the Queens' most
personal areas)
3. No matter how hard you try, there is absolutely no way to convince/convert your hot gay waiter into being your hetero
sexual lover for the week
2. If you want to get a glimpse of some great FU BOOBS check out the wet T-shirt contests - We did!
1. If you purchase a dirty joke from a dirty man in a dark alley for 25 cents, do not expect five-star entertainment
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The Teaching
Opportunity Program

Cheers

Boos

...to Costa Real-Rooms 637 and
737... to Bald Billy... to Cancun
Burger King... to wet fee-shirt
contests... to the 637 gas bed...
to FU fever...to tans and fake
tans... to the Queens of the Castle
a.k.a Black Rock Castle...to
throwing trashcans out of Campion and you know who you
are... to Massholes always keeping it real...to the tan gladiators
of Regis one... to being green...
to townhouses always banging...
to tiny action men... to Spring
Break in South Padre... to FU
baseball team in F.P.I... to FU
parasailing team... to frozen
drinks at Blue Ray's... toTH71...
to green beads... to 801...to an
awesome Spring Break with my
SoCo housemates to getting
flight
$900
in
future
vouchers...to strawberries and
brown sugar... to willbe... to going to Italy with Jeannie... to tuna
sushi with wasabi... to Las Vegas and the great weather... to
laying by the pool and total relaxation... to nail polish... to free
drinks at casinos... to Berta and
the security guard's ankle... to
laughing behind the shower curtain... to ice packs. to eating...

... to Mexicans... to Bern not
bungee jumping... to techno in
Cancun... to Jay's flip flops being stolen... to chicks from Nebraska... to shots of brandy ...to
the pasta makers of Loyola 3...
to not being at FU on St. Patrick's
day... to the cool kids who went
to Cancun- guess what? Cancun
can't make you cooler... to New
Yorkers and newjerkoffs- you
only wish you where from the
Commonwealth...to the elite
blueblooders... to anyone who
has a name with an initial... to insecure people who make fun of
others... to diet coking on really
hot days... to New York drivers
who rear end you on their way to
URI... to Shehan's irish pub... to
plane turbulance... to 100%
real...to the new vanilla ice... to
Louie's men's bathroom...to a
Drag Queen kissing you on the
lips...to AT for interupting KD...
to being back here without sun...
to Spanish rice... to meeting exgirlfriends when there is no need
to...to the cold weather... to
graduation in 2 months and the
real world... to fighting with boyfriends... to phone bills... to no $...
to "The Next Best Thing... to you

Is Teaching On Your Horizon?
Are you a graduate with a bachelor's degree in mathematics,
science or a related analytical Held and a strong academic
record? Through the new Teaching Opportunity Program (TOP)
Scholarships you can build the foundation of a career as an
educator teaching in New York City's
public schools, earn your master's degree,
and guarantee a successful future for
thousands of students.
Apply to be a TOP Scholar today.

TOP Scholarships Provide:
A Full Tuition Scholarship tor a Master's
Degree that will lead to New York State
Teacher Certification
.

A Guaranteed Teaching Position in a
New York City Public School
A Fully Supported Summer Preparation Program

For more information and an application
call (212) 794S444IS446 or visit our website at

www,top.cuny.edu
A i-oilaivrauve initiative between

The City University
Of New York
and

The Board of
Education

Attention Seniors:
The Senior Issue is approaching. If you want
pictures, senior superlatives (most likely to...), or
senior cheers and boos included in this issue please
send them to the Mirror
Box A A or email them
to us @ mirror®fair 1.
Pictures will be returned
as long as your name and
box # is on the back.
Thanks.

Submit
cheers and
boos to Box
AA or to
mirror@fairl
by Monday
afternoon.
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Boorstin to speak at Open VISIONS
Noted historiam, author and scholar
PRESS RELEASE
Daniel J. Boorstin, PulitzerPrize winning historian and Librarian of Congress Emeritus, will speak
at Fairfield University's
Open VISIONS Forum on
Monday, March 27, at
7:30pm in the Regina A.
Quick Center for the Arts.
This occasion marks the Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. Lecture in the Humanities and
will honor Father Kelley's
twentieth anniversary as
president of Fairfield University and his fiftieth year as a
Jesuit.
Boorstin, whose
topic is "Heroes of the Imagination," will reflect on
mankind's quest for knowledge through the classical traditions and Western scientific
and artistic achievements.
He is one of our nation's most
eminent and widely read historians, and author of the
best-selling The Discovers,
now translated into more than
twenty languages, as well as The
Skeekers and The Creators. His celebrated earlier trilogy, The Americans, was awarded the Pulitzer,

Bancroft and Parkman prizes.
The author of more than 20
books, he has also won the Dexter
Prize of the Society for the History
of Technology, the Watson Prize of
the History of Science Society and
the National Book award for lifetime

contribution to letters.
He directed the Library of
Congress for twelve years from 1975
to 1987. Prior to that he directed the

National Museum of American History of the Smithsonian Institution
and, earlier, was chosen that Morton
Distinguished Service Professor at
the University of Chicago, where he
taught for 25 years.
Born in Georgia and raised
in Oklahoma, he received his
B. A. summa cum laude
from Harvard, his doctorate
from Yale and became a
member of the Massachusetts Bar Association. He
has spent a good deal of his
l life viewing America from
! the outside, first in England
j where he was a Rhodes
Scholar at Oxford and was
admitted as barrister-at-law
of the Inner Temple, London. He has been a professor in Rome, Paris, Cambridge, Kyoto and Geneva
and has lectured all over the
world.
Tickets to the Boorstin lecture are $15 adults, $10 seniors and $5 for students
with identification. The
Open VISIONS Forum, a
program of the School of
Continuing Education, is
sponsored in part by Advest, Inc., and
Fleet Bank. For more information
call the box office at 254-4010 or
toll-free at I-877-ARTS-396.

Interested
wurnlism?
LYJIIH

editor for
Campus Life?
Training begins
soon!!
Contact the
Mirror at:
x2533 or
e-mail us

Trek across America
Tour packages from Alaska to Mexico
three tour divisions, each travelling
in small groups, each ranging in price
and each with a variety of specifics
covered in their tour.
With spring break just endThe original Trek America
ing and summer soon approaching the tour consists of a variety of 40 tours
word 'travel' is on everyone's mind. to choose from
Many think of going cross country, which
range
exploring the mountains. National from one week
Parks and beaches, not to mention the up until 10.
people and cultures who live behind Groups are no
such places.
larger that 13
While some may only have people focusing
a week or two to travel others may on the scenery,
have up to 10 weeks or more", so how wildlife of the
does one organize such a trip. How National Parks
do you decide where to go, where to and Monuments and Indian cultures.
stay, what to do or what to see with Your days include long hikes, rangesuch time constraints?
guided nature tours and off-trail bike
For almost 30 years, cross- rides and plenty of time to explore
country trips have been available your independent interests.
through Trek America. Trek America,
Trek America travels to ardevised by North American's top ad- eas in Canada such as the Fraser River
venture specialists, is devised into^ Canyon, Vancouver and Jasper NP. If
By Jen Salfi
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

your interest lies in the west, tours
cover such areas as the Sierra Nevada,
the Grand Canyon, and the Colorado
Rockies. Northwest tours escape to
Yellowstone, Lake Tahoe and mountain ranges like the Cascades.
The Wintersun program which has was
developed ten years
ago has been thriving
since day one.
Wintersun travels to
warmer climate areas
in the winter throughout there 16 different
tours. Tours include
a Mexican Adventure which includes
a trip to Yucatan, Ruta de Maya, and
El Grande. It's time to saddle up as
trips also spread out into America's
good old Wild West to explore the
Death Valley, Wild West Cowboy
Camp and the Sonoran Desert.
Finally, Footloose, a tour that

has truly developed over the past five
years, takes the closest look at people
and their cultures. Tours are divided
into the US, Alaska, Canada and
Mexico. The US tours touch on
places such as the Canyons and Indian Lands, Appalachian Trials, and
a variety of Western parks. The Canadian trip visits the Canadian
Rockies and the Mexican trip touch
on the Merida, Campeche, and even
Play a del Carmen.
Tours start at $260 and go up
until $1200 but each trip guarantees
total and complete satisfaction. One
can sign up for a tour individually or
organize a small group of friends as
one tour group. For more information contact: (800) 221 -0596 or write
to
USA & Canada Reservations/Sales
TrekAmerica
POBox 189
Rockaway, NJ 07866
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Student claims
originality, not apathy
To the Editor:
I have read a lot of meaningless drivel before in this
fine publication...but I think I
won't be as unoriginal.
First off, I would like to
thank John O'Dea for his spirited rebuttal to my letter. In it,
he managed to prove my point,
attempt to disprove it, totally
miss it, and then reiterate it and
claim it as his own. All of this
following a blatant personal attack which was, amusingly
enough, printed directly alongside The Minor Publication
Policy column which forbids
personal attacks.
Now, my obvious
first response to his
letter was anger, but
after I thought about
it for-a moment, I realized a-febuttal to
his rebuttal would
not be taken as seriously if I called him
a disgrace to the
profession of journalism.
It's plain to see
that Mr. O'Dea read
my article, and it's
also plain to sec that he agrees
with it. What I don't understand is why he finds it necessary to claim I am the problem
and then to go on saying basically exactly what I said, only
one week later (perhaps the
title of the article on the facing page would have been
more appropriate for his letter).
Besides quoting my article out
of context to make me seem
apathetic, he seemed to entirely miss out on one major
fact: I never said I would not
join in until everyone else did.

To put it in plain English for
those who claim to be able to
speak, read, and on occasion,
publish it proudly, what I actually said was for everyone to
keep doing what they're doing
and do so with pride, regardless of those who think it
sucks. Sure they'll always be
the person who wants to cut it
down by laughing at your efforts or telling you that you are
the reason the school is the
way it is, but that's what you
must endure to go anywhere
meaningful in life. If you feel
that you don't fit in, it is prob-

that I'm not going to bother to
do anything until someone else
does. I will tell you what the
hell I am talking about, Sir, I
am talking about people "ranting and raving" about this and
that each week instead of simply trying to make a difference
with their work. If everyone
stopped complaining and being pessimistic, perhaps something good might come out of
this school after all instead of
a gaggle of replicants so uncannily similiar in thought and
appearance you could swear
the cloning process had been
perfected. Allow me to
demonstrate the correct
use of how to include a
quote in a rebuttal. If
my attitude is indeed
"like a virus" than that
should be a good thing.
There are plenty of
people who agreed
with what I had to say,
as the deluge of positive e-mails and phone
calls (from plenty of
persons other than just
my friends) proved. 1
know one girl has actually hung it on her wall. It
seemed whoever proofread my
article knew what I meant, or
they would not have corrected
my intentional spelling mistake in the last line. I say, good
for them. They actually, without the aid of any journalism
classes or publishing experience, were able to understand
the inclusion of sarcasm in my
Jctter. Being able to do that is,
say it with me now in a noninsulting and professional
journalism way. intelligence.
See "Student" on pg. 10

/ realized a rebuttal to his
rebuttal would not be
taken as seriously if 1
called him a disgrace to
the profession of journalism.
ably because you will fit in
perfectly in an environment in
which individuality is not
stifled by people with keyboards and delusions of grandeur.
I could go on right now and
write an entire paragraph about
how I work at the Ham Channel and have egotistically
turned it around, about how I
am an editor and am quite
proud of what 1 produce, or
about how passionate I am
about my work, but I'm afraid
you might think that means
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Rugby Club butts heads with university and the Mirror
Rugby Club alumnus claims
Mirror printed editorial
without permission
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to your
Editorial of March 9, 2000 entitled
"If You Build It, Will They Steal
It?". First, and foremost, I would like
to apologize to Eugene Doris, Director of Athletics and Alison Sexton,
Assistant Director of Athletics, for
the mischaracterization of their dealing with the Fairfield University
Men's Rugby Football Club and the
use of the Lt. Hans Grauert Field. Although there is still disagreement between the university and the club
about the use of the field, Gene Doris
and Alison Sexton have been more
responsive to the needs of the Rugby
Club than any other Athletic Department in recent memory. In fact, they
met with the club just a few weeks
ago to hopefully come to an agreeable solution. The implication of the
editorial was that the university was
acting in a less
than forthright
manner and was
treating the Rugby
Club as less important than other
teams. This is
completely untrue
and was not an
honest assessment
of the situation. It
is true, however,
that the Rugby Club's practice times
and priority use of the Grauert Field
is still at issue.
This problem should, and will, be
solved by the participants, not by
mud-slinging in The Mirror.
Second, nothing could be further
from the truth than by saying these
problems were brought about by the
advent of Varsity Football at Fairfield
University. Quite the contrary, in fact.
By having football, the university
clearly has opted to upgrade the level
of athletic participation by it's student
body. It's always the hope that if
people find that the commitment of
football at the college level too rigorous, they can look to the Rugby
Club as a great athletic alternative.
This is true of soccer as well, another
Rugby-similar sport. Truth be told,
the problem is simply one of space:
the university is running out of it. It
obviously begs the question why all
that land was sold off, but someone
else can worry about that. My point
is having football is only a positive
for Fairfield Rugby, not a negative.
Third, it has to be made clear what
the issue between the club and the
university is: USE of the Grauert
Field, not who OWNS it! From day
one, the university owned and operated the land now known as Grauert

Field.
Makes it a little difficult to steal if
you already own it, doesn't it? The
Grauert Family made a significant
monetary donation at the time to convert
the property to, at the time, the only
regulation college rugby pitch (field)
in the Nation. The team was given absolute priority use of the field at that
time, but the university always retained ownership and absolute rights
to use that field however they pleased.
Since that time, and in fairness to new
members of the Fairfield Community
who may have been unfamiliar both
with the emotional attachment of the
field as well as it's rugby-only history,
the field was used by various other
athletic teams including the Fairfield
Prep football team. Did it get trashed?
Absolutely. Is it getting repaired?
Absolutely. The issue the university
needs to think
about, in my
opinion, is if
you are going to
accept a monetary donation
for some specific purpose,
i.e. building a
RUGBY
FIELD, do you
modify those
conditions even though the university
is well within it's rights to do so?
That's where the club and the university are at, and that's what the discussions are about!
Lastly, what was the role of The
Mirror in all of this? It has come to
my attention that Adam Lynch's letter was never intended to be used as
an Editorial. In fact, Adam approached
a member of The Mirror staff with a
letter outlining the facts and issues of
this debate as he understands.them,
and suggested that The Mirror write
a story on the subject, complete with
interviews of Athletic Department officials to counter his own version.
Adam's biggest mistake was that
he said The Mirror could quote him
in any part of the letter. So what was
produced? An inarticulate mishmash
of unfounded allegations with any regard to the truth of the discussions.
Your "paper" completely betrayed
Adam's purpose in approaching The
Mirror
and
completely
mischaracterized this debate. I would
ask that The Mirror do the honest and
correct thing by admitting it's error
and MAKE A COMPLETE RETRACTION OF THE "EDITO—

■■

■■

Adam's biggest mistake was that he said
the Mirror could
quote him in any part
of the letter

See "Alum's" on pg. 10

Athletic Director responds to
Rugby Club President
To the Editor:
The first step we took was the
This letter is in response to the
renovation of Alumni Field for use
Letter to the Editor submitted by
by university football, university
Adam Lynch '01, president of the
men's and women's soccer and Prep
Fairfield University Rugby Club. The
football. Taking this field offline was
Athletic Department believes that letnecessary and began a program in
ter contains inaccuracies and misinwhich other fields would be utilized
formation. I would like to present the
until the entire plan was completed.
department's position on the rugby
Sharing of Grauert Field between
situation.
rugby and Prep Football was necesFirst let me say that the University
sary until the next phases of field imremains grateful to the family of Lt.
provements could be completed.
Hans Grauert for their donation of
The second step was the construcGrauert Memorial Field, and we all
tion of University Field, an artificial
have great respect for this memorial
surface to accommodate field hockey,
to the sacrifice of Lt. Grauert.
football practice, men's and women's
As well, we remain committed to
lacrosse, Fairfield Prep Lacrosse and
the agreement with the Grauert famIntramurals, as well as numerous
ily whereby rugby matches have priother team practices when weather
ority, but not exclusivity, in the schedconditions forced teams to be moved
uling of Grauert Field, as well as preffrom grass surfaces. The third step
erential scheduling, but again not exwas the relocation of the university's
clusivity, for rugby practices.
softball operation, proAs the
viding our women's
university's athteam with a facility
letic program has
...sharing of fields and equivalent to the men's
developed, the
the cooperation of our
baseball program. FiAthletic Departnally, we undertook the
many teams and proment has had a
renovation of Grauert
need to respond to grams was critical to our Field - a $180,000
ability to implement the project necessitated by
requirements for
field space by new facilities upgrade plan...
the lack of irrigation
and existing varand temporary overuse
sity teams, club
at the site and not, as I
teams and Fairfield Prep teams, as
said earlier, by just co-use of the site
well as those of the Intramural proby Prep Football. During this period
gram. Needless to say, demand for
rugby shared Barlow Field with Prep
field space is significant. Contrary to
Football. The final piece of our plan
Mr. Lynch's assertions, it was not simwill be to return rugby to Grauert
ply the beginning of a varsity football
Field and repair Barlow Field for use
program that created the overwhelmby Fairfield Prep.
ing demand for fields. Football had
The sharing of fields and the coexisted as a club team ten years earoperation of our many teams and prolier and many of its members also
grams was critical to our ability to
played rugby. As demand for fields inimplement the facilities upgrade plan
creased, the university undertook a
without eliminating a single program
plan to find long-term solutions and
during the period. We thank all of our
the department embarked on a plan to
teams for their cooperation and unre-order all of its fields to meet the
derstanding.
changing needs.
As for the practice time allotted,
With nearly 600 university and
we also sought the cooperation of all
Fairfield Prep athletes and over 21
teams. Preferential class scheduling,
teams competing for space on our
heretofore reserved for varsity athvarious fields, Grauert Field needed
letes in season, was extended to
to be considered in the new plans.
rugby. Though Mr. Lynch contends
Grauert, like other fields, suffered
that rugby is the only team asked to
from lack of irrigation and mainteadjust its practice times to accommonance, and plans were made to address
date facility use, that is hardly the
those concerns. Again, contrary to Mr.
case. Forexample, men's soccer pracLynch's statements, it was the lack of
tices from 8-10 a.m.: men's and
irrigation and maintenance that led to
women's lacrosse from 7-9 a.m. durdeteriorating conditions on Grauert
ing the fall; Prep Soccer from 6:30-8
Field, not just its use by the Prep Foota.m.: women's soccer from 2-4 p.m.:
ball program. As well. Prep Football
and football from 4:30-6:30 p.m.
and all field sports were inconve-men's ice hockey, women's crew and
nienced by the plan for overall field
men's club crew practice off-campus
facilities improvement. Overuse of
before 9 a.m. Conflicts with class,
some fields, including Grauert. while
schedules are no different for rugby
others were offline was part of that
See "Rugby..." on pg. 10
plan.
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New BCC should
be accessible for
all to enjoy
To the Editor:

I wish to express my extreme disappointment in the planned renovations to the Barone Campus Center.
In its March 9th issue, the Mirror disclosed that despite other tremendous
renovations "the upper level of the
building, which contains the dining
hall, will remain essentially the
same." Unfortunately, the upper level
of the Campus Center greatly needs a
new design that will consider the
handicapped. The only change mentioned for the upper level is "a new
set of stairs." New stairs do not offer
any better accessibility than already
exists.
Currently, to access the dining facilities, students ascend a tall set of
stairs. At the top of the stairs, they
wait in a line to scan their meal cards
and then enter the cafeteria to get their
food. For a handicapped student to
eat, he rides the elevator to the upper
level, walks through the kitchen and
the cafeteria, and then cuts the line to
scan his card. Walking through the
kitchen is unpleasant, inconvenient
and hazardous. It is also a nuisance
to the kitchen staff and the student
who must explain himself each time

Rugby not the
only team making sacrifices
Continued from pg. 9

than for many of our other teams.
My disappointment is that while
almost every university and Prep team
has suffered inconveniences during
the construction and renovation period, only Mr. Lynch has chosen to
air his frustrations through the Mirror, and then inaccurately. The Athletic Department met with rugby representatives, including Mr. Lynch, just
days before his letter appeared in the
Mirror. We plan to continue those discussions in efforts to reach a resolution that is fair and equitable for all.
In the meantime, I again thank all
those athletes and coaches who have
worked with us during this particularly difficult time, including rugby.
Sincerely.
Eugene P. Doris
Director of Athletics

Alum's
response
Continued from pg. 9
RIAL". Anything less would reduce
your already declining credibility in
the mind of this Alum.
Sincerely,
Hugh Tuomey
Fairfield University Rugby Football
Club Alumni Committee

he goes to a meal. When millions of
dollars are being spent on a project
to revamp the building, it is ridiculous not to fix the greatest Haw of a
campus, which is otherwise highly
suited to the physically disadvantaged. Each building on campus has
an elevator, ramps and accessible
bathrooms. The staff of the student
support services is also excellent and
willing to make every accommodation possible. Therefore, it is a terrible disgrace that the dining hall, an
avoidable place for all students, be
so inaccessible.
Sincerely,
Catherine Henry '02

Keep on
sending us
your letters
Email us at
Mirror
or snail-mail
kto Box Ai
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Interested in Journalism?
Want to build your resume?
The
Commentary
Editor
position is .
open for next
year.
Call x2533 or stop by a staff meeting
(Thursdays 6 P.M. in
Kostka basement)

Student claims he is NOT the problem
Continued from pg. 8

I never said I would not be passionate about something until everyone else was. At least Mr O'Dea did
not misquote me on this as well, which
demonstrates at least some journalistic integrity. I'm impressed he
chose to do so after opening his article with such a hilarious syntax error. This marvelous example of great
writing states basically that my letter
is one of the "worst examples" of
"meaningless drivel." I know I haven't
been an editor for two years, but I do
know that wording it the way Mr.
O'Dea did basically means that my
letter is a bad example of apathy. Perhaps he'd like to blame his poor grammar on the standard Mirror "Our computers arc outdated" response and pretend no one realizes that it is not the
computer's fault if the writer cannot
grasp the English language to begin
with. I don't think he meant it, but that
statement ended up being true. I
care quite a lot. It's everyone else that
doesn't. In fact, I'm sure that if we
both weren't so busy submitting articles to a paper the majority of whose

readers do not even get what we are
arguing about, we would probably hit
it off quite nicely.
Maybe I should abuse my position
as Technical Director at the Ham
Channel to run some article bashing
Mr. O'Dea the way he has abused his
Commentary Editor position. Maybe
I could re-write his entire article and
put my name on the top and then claim
that he's the problem. Maybe I could
rant and rave forever and a day about
how no one agrees with me. Maybe I
could pretend that everyone cares
when I know full well no one does.
Maybe I could be really angry about
doing things that are my own damn
choice and start complaining about
how nobody appreciates them. I'm not
going to do that, however...
Any individual effort should be appreciated. Copying someone else's individuality should not. Too bad Mr.
O'Dca's thought came one week too
late or it would have been original. But
then, I guess there wouldn't have been
anything for him to complain about if
1 hadn't submitted my article.
Which reminds me ... the Mirror

posed the question of the apathy issue which prompted me to submit my
letter. No one asked Mr. O'Dea to
shoot his mouth off again. Perhaps he
felt left out that week. Or maybe he
was simply misdirecting the angst he
felt from knowing four of his wisdom
teeth were enjoying their last days in
the back of his throat. By the way,
aren't we all better off knowing about
this wondrous event? I think this
stands as a superlative example of the
kind of news Mr. O'Dea finds fit to
print.
Apparently, I was wrong on at
least one thing about the apathy issue. Some people clearly do care.
Albeit about the wrong things, sure,
but they definitely care a lot. People
like Mr. O'Dea obviously care ... or
at least like to make a big, insecure,
fuss about how they do whenever
someone challenges them. Let's all
do our best not to follow his example.
Hate mail and marriage proposals
may be sent to: Luke S. Goljan Esq.
Sincerely.
Luke S. Goljan Esq.

Editor's Note: While it is against the Mirror's Publication Policy to print
personal attacks, no such offense was committed in our 3/9 issue. Commentary Editor John O 'Dea 's response to Mr. Goljan s letter was neither a malicious, nor.vindictive commentary. Mr. Lynch's letter, also appearing in our
3/9 issue, was submitted by the author to serve as a resource for a news
article. The author was alerted that if an article cojild not be assembled, due
to time constraints or lack of resources, the text given to the Mirror would
be run as an opinion piece. No opposition was made and when an article
could not be written, the submitted text was published.
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Arts & Entertainment

Totally Tubular*
Blue Man Group Tubes: a must see
By Kaylin Curran
A&E EDITOR

While the majority of college students over spring break went to a
warm, sunny place far, far away, I
packed my bags for home, looking forward to a week of complete relaxation.
Nothing unusual was planned but the
one shining light throughout the week
is when I journeyed into Boston to see
one of the most innovative and funny
off-Broadway Shows.
If anyone has even heard of Blue
Man Group Tubes then they immediately know that it is 2 hours full of
music, fun, laughter and some of the
most bizarre stunts you could imagine.
In Boston the show is performed at
The Charles Playhouse located in the
Theatre District. When you walk into
the theatre you instantaneously become
struck with the atmosphere. The music that plays in the background while
you find your seat, the tubes that line
the walls, ceiling and staircase and the
ponchos that are draped over the front
three rows????
Yes, you read it right. Those who
have purchases tickets for the front and
side three rows are required to wear
ponchos or suffer the consequences of

having to dispose of the clothes you
have chosen to wear that evening.
The show is entirely musical with
the performers not speaking any
words but simply relying on running
light signs that
convey any
thoughts to the
audience. The
music
is
mainly percussion and remains the focus throughout
the entire performance.
I guess it
was>;illy of me
to wonder why
the show was
called Blue
Man Group
Tubes. Well I
got my answer
when the three
performers
stepped out on
stage completely blue.
Three blue
men who do
not speak, peri od i ca 11 y
banging on
drums, cans,

bongs or anything else and standing on
a stage before you...kind of makes you
wonder.
Before the show even starts, there is
a sign that can be easily ignored by
many

included warning regarding the use
of cameras or recording devices,
threatening the use the eject button
located on each seat.
Also, about 10 minutes before the
performers took center stage ushers
were passing out sections of toilet paper and people were tying it around
their heads, necks and wrists. Even
a 60 year-old woman in a business
suit tied it around her head! It was at
this point that I knew that this was
going to be a show I would talking
about for the next week.
The show was incredible. That is
really the only word I could use to
describe it. The music, the stunts, the
entire performance was amazing. I,
like the rest of the sold-out theatre,
could not stop raving about it on my
way out.
This is a show that relies on audience interaction. It is through the audience how the gage what they are
going to be doing that evening. It is
essentially the same show but with
variations but these variations are all
dependent on how the audience is interacting with the performers.
Probably one of the funniest parts
of this show is Late Arrivals...but this
is dependent on whether of not anyone in the audience actually arrives

Continued on pg. 13
hanging from the ceiling.

Ninth Gate" leads to nap-time
Johnny Depp's new flick less than exciting
By Jenn Sehnert
ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR

tomed to verve and closure.
All the main characters of the movie
are consumed by their love for valuable,
antique books. Dean Corso (Johnny
Depp) plays a book dealer who has mas-

collector, Boris Balkan (Frank Langella).
Corso is sent to Europe to find the two
copies of "The Ninth Gates of the Kingdom of the Shadows" and authenticate
them. Corso was to use any means to

tcr knowledge of the authenticity and
worth of ancient journals. With a dark
and scholarly look, Corso swindles clients out of vast amounts of money with
his conniving business deals.
His reputation as a ruthless book
dealer earns Corso a job with rich book

acquire the genuine copy and Balkan
shadows the mission to ensure success.
The demonic quality of this book,
supposedly written in conjunction with
Lucifer brings Corso a slew of challenges. Death of those around him.

"The Ninth Gate"
Starring: Johnny
Depp, Frank
Langella
Director: Roman
Polanski
Grade: CIn the mood for a deep and slowpaced movie? You'll either catch the
mystery or you'll catch a snooze while
watching "The Ninth Gate." Being a
dark and mystical film, it is surprising
that the story's end is disappointing and
fairly open-ended.
The rolling of credits at the end of
the movie brought many boos and loud
yells from audience members accus-

threats to his welfare, and the appearance of a mysterious and seductive female protector give Corso huge feelings
of regret for accepting Balkan's proposition. No amount of money could have
prepared Corso for the risk involved in
his mission.
Corso gradually figures out the
meaning to the messages in the evil book
that is said to conjure the devil. He
adopts a personal obsession with "The
Ninth Gate" during his studies of the
other books. Enduring battery by the
owner of one copy and running into a
burning house to save the remains of the
other copy.
With each challenge to his mission
and each near-death experience, a
woman (Emmanuelle Seigncr) with
great physical strength and sensual quality appears and clears Corso from failure. Her eyes are captivating and hypnotize Corso into an inescapable bond
with her. Never fully understanding her

Continued on pg. 13
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What's on Top?
Here's a look at what took the number one spot in the entertainment industry last week...

Box Office Hits

Top Video Rentals

1. Erin Brockovich
2. Mission to Mars
3. Final Destination
4. My Dog Skip
5. The Ninth Gate
6. The Whole Nine Yards
7. American Beauty
8. The Cider House Rules
9. Snow Day
10. The Tigger Movie

1. American Pie
2. Runaway Bride
3. Stir of Echoes
4. Blue Streak
5. Bowfinger
6. The 13th Warrior
7. Mystery Man
8. An Ideal Husband
9. Tarzan
10. The General's Daughter

Billboard's Top Ten
Singles
1. "Say My Name"
Destiny's Child
2. "Maria, Maria"
Santana
3. "Amazed"
Lonestar
4. "Breathe"
Faith Hill
5. "Bye Bye Bye"
N'Sync
6. "Show Me the Meaning"
Backstreet Boys
7. "That's the Way it is"
Celine Dion
8. "I Knew I Loved You"
Savage Garden
9. "Get it on Tonight"
Montell Jordan
10. "Smooth"
Santana

Albums
1. Santana
"Supernatural'i»
2. George Strait
"Latest Greatest Straitest Hits"
3. Black Rob
"Life Story"
4. Dr. Dre
Dr.Dre~2001
5. Bone Thugs-N-Harmony
"BTNH Resurrection"
6. Sisqo
"Unleash the Dragon"
7. Macy Gray
"On How Life Is"
8. Gerald Levert
"G"
9. Kid Rock
"Devil Without a Cause"
10. Destiny's Child
"The Writing's on the Wall'i"

Blue Man
Continued from pg. 11
after the show has already begun.
What they do is stop the performance
dead in its tracks and sound an alarm
with the words LATE ARRIVALS illuminated on a big screen television.
At that point the poor souls who have
walked in late are also illuminated on
the television and a spotlight follows
them to their seats.
It was every person's worst nightmare come true. We all know how we
leave at least an hour before the show
to beat traffic or any other unforeseen
tragedy that may happen. These are
feelings and fears the show plays off
of.
Two instances of the show asked for
audience participation but there is no
volunteering but rather simply a Blue
Man performer who wander the audience looking for its next victim. At
our show we were lucky enough to
have audience volunteers who were
almost as funny as the performers
themselves but if they were not then
the show would have not been as good
as it was.
Although there were some points
(very few) that were a little slow, but
they never lasted too long and quickly
moved to a more exciting part of the
performance. The show is so difficult
to explain and review because it encompasses so much and does not stay
within a set boundary. That is the one
of the best qualities of the show...its
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ability to go beyond any type of
boundaries.
Blue Man Group Tubes is a show
for everyone...it the audience there
were faces as old as 70 and as young
as 4. To truly appreciate Blue Man
Group the only thing you have to understand is how to laugh, at yourself
and others.
Blue Man Group is not just laughter, it is not just stunts or music but it
is all of these things combined. It is a
show that not embraces the beauty of
music, laughter and fun. I could sit
here and write about all the wacky
stunts and funny sequences but it is
something you have to see for yourself.
Blue Man Group Tubes cannot only be seen in Boston but is also
playing at the Astor Place Theatre on
434 Lafayette Street in New York. For
tickets call (212)254-4370 or
ticketmaster. Shows are performed
Tuesday-Thursday at 8 p.m., Fridays
at 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. Saturdays
at 4:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.
and Sundays at 4:00 p.m. and 7:00
p.m. Tickets range from approximately $35-$50. It is definitely a show
worth seeing.

Other nearby
Off-Broadway Shows
Stomp
Orpheum Theatre
Second Ave at 8th
Street
(212)307-4100

Wit
Union Square Theatre
100 East 17th Street
(212)307-4100/(212)
505-0700

Tony N' Tina's Wedding
St..Luke's Church
308 W. 46th Street
(212)239-6200

Over the River and
Through the Woods
John Houseman Theatre
450 W. 42nd Street
(212)239-6200

;

Our Sinatra
Blue Angel Theatre
323 West 44th Street
(212)239-6200

Fairfield
University
in easy ^pp
to swallow
caplets
\V \Y \V .

MindSplav
• co m

Dinner with Friends
Variety Arts Theatre
110 3rd Ave.
(212)239-6200

"Ninth
Gate"
Continued from pg. 11
motivation tor assisting him. Corso continues to let her in on his quest.
After discovering the authentic
plates in "The Ninth Gale." Corso also
realizes the following of devil-worshippers that also desire the authentic version. Busting iri'on their fiendish gathering with, candlelight and chanting.
Corso fully realizes how severely people
believe in the power of the book.
Expecting great action and the appearance of some supernatural force at
this point in the film, the viewer may be
pretty disappointed. A fight over the
plates of "The Ninth Gate" ensues and
an enraged Balkan shows his demented
and ignorant personality setting himself
ablaze.
The audience sees series of tedious
events: the hilarity of unenlightened
people, car chases, the studies of Corso.
Not one suspenseful scene unravels during the climax of the film...or lack there
of.
A frightening and seductive
lovemaking scene probably captivated
the audience for the two minutes that it
lasted. At this pail, the supernatural force
behind Corso's female partner is revealed. She has some connection with
the demonic world, which is never fully
answered and her unexpected disappearance at the end of the film leaves Corso
with the last missing piece to the authentic book.
So the viewer would think that they
would see some conjuring of the devil
with the whole of the authentic version
of "The Ninth Gate" pieced together.
Think again. The movie ends with no
real or satisfying closing and the audience is left with unanswered questions
about the mysterious woman, about what
the last link of the book brought Corso.
and about the evil powers of "The Ninth
Gate."
1 was left with a headache from the
continuous yells of the audience as they
exited a movie that contained little compelling action. The only intriguing quality of the film was the book itself, not
the action that spurned from its existence.

If you're interested in
entertainment and
writing...write for A&E
Call x2533, ask for Jenn or
Kaylin
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Women's lacrosse

Stags aim to defend MAAC title
Women's lax tries to stay undefeated in league play for second straight year
By Matthew Payne

SPORTS EDITOR
Returning from a MAAC Championship season, Farifield Women's
Lacrosse looks to defend its championship this season. After going undefeated in MAAC play (6-0), and 8-8
overall, the Stags are aiming to rise
above the .500 mark this season with
virtually the same schedule as last season.
For the first time ever, the MAAC
is having a post season tournament for
women's lacrosse and the tournament
will be held at University Field this
Spring on Fairfield's campus. There
would be no better way to repeat as
champions than for the Stags to win
the MAAC on their own turf.
With the return of a strong trio of
junior on-the-field leaders, the Stags
show no signs to disappoint this season. This year's captains, all juniors,
are Colleen Cunningham (New
Canaan, Conn.), Carleigh McWilliams
(Essex Falls. NJ) and Shannon Moran
(Annapolis, MD). Moran, explosive
on offense, was third on the team in
points last season with 23 on 14 goals
and nine assists. Cunningham, also
an offensive force, was right behind
Moran with 14 goals and six assists
for 20 points. McWilliams, a
midfielder, sat out five games with a
knee injury, but in II games had 10
points on eight goals and two assists.

photo: Nick Ouimet
Junior midfielder Carleigh McWilliams, shown above, and the Stags have an experienced team
returning to battle MAAC competition.

Leading the Stags offensive charge
is junior Jessica Jordan, who was an AllM A AC selection last year with 41 points
on 16 goals and 25 assists. Her 25 assists set a single season school scoring
record. With 88 career points, she is second in Fairfield history in this category.
Head coach Kathryn Vignati is con-

fident for the season to come and
thinks her offense'will cause some
problems for opponents' defenses.
"We have a tremendous amount of
speed and one of our more experienced group fo players up front," said
Vignati on fairfieldstags.com.

Upcoming Games

Last Chance

Thurs., March 23:
Women's Lacrosse vs. HOFSTRA at
7 p.m.

LD/\ I r\ eview

Sat., March 25:

Courses for the June 12, 2000 LSAT

Baseball vs. LEMOYNE (2) at 12 p.m.
Softball @ Princeton Tournament

begin April 8th and April 29th.

Hot sure whether you should prep?

""\\

Sun., March 26:
Baseball
vs. LEMOYNE at 12 p.m.
»
Softball @ Princeton Tournament
Women's Lacrosse @ Manhattan at
2:30 p.m.

Ask any Princeton Review Alumni •
you know, the ones with the GREATLSAJscores.

V

1

■ "-■"■

Solidifying the Stags' midfield are
sophomore twins Lauren and Megan
Uhr and Anne Gormley. In the '99
season, Lauren Uhr registered nine
goals and eight assists and Megan Uhr
netted seven goals and had eight assists. Gormley can also contribute on
the offensive end. She contributed
three goals and an assist last season.
On the defensive end, senior
Kierstin Lange and Janine Sheerin will
provide the support. Lange led the defensive charge last season by notching 31 groundballs ajid causing 16
turnovers. Sheeerin played a big par t
in the defensive attack last season as
well with 26 ground balls and 13
caused turnovers. The speedy sophomore, Caitlin Perry, provides an offensive dimension to the Stags defense.
While tallying 11 ground balls and 10
caused turnovers last season, she also
had four goals and an assist.
Rounding out the defense is
goaltender Kandiss Kulp, who is phenomenal in the net. The senior holds
many goaltending records for Fairfield. She put up career numbers last
season with a 9.98 goals against average and a .494 save percentage. Some
records she holds are games played
with 39, saves with 295 and wins with
13.
The Stags host Hofstra this Thursday at 7:00 p.m. on University Field.

■"■ ■■■—-

These small classes are filling quickly.
Call today to reserve your seat!

/The

Baseball @ C.W. Post at 3 p.m.
Men's Lacrosse @ Harvard at 5 p.m.
Softball vs. PROVIDENCE at 2 p.m.

(80012-REVIEW

( Princeton
^^ Review
hi fo#ic«tw i*\'t# ii

Tues., March 28:

www.prmcetonreview.com
IKS

oHiliai»d *>>h Pi ftc«?cr l;i;.>tni<y «• ISAC

V
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Meiz's lacrosse

Stags manhandle Manhattan
Men's lax coasts 14-3, await no. 18 Harvard

photo: Nick Ouimet
The Stags whipped the Jaspers last Wednesday 14-3. They play top 20 Harvard next Tuesday.

Mark Beckwith tickled the twine three
times for the Stags, while Rob
Scipioni recorded two goals and three
assists. Jason Bukowsky added two
goals, and Peter Shanley had a goal
and an assist. Also scoring goals for
the Stags were Spencer Steele, Brian
McLane, Marc Torrey, Pat Urban,
Matt Beuker, and Jeff King. Helping

Softball plays in Princeton
Tournament this weekend
continued from pg. 16
side track for the starting role. Caputi
appeared in 14 games last season before breaking her arm.
It is plain to see that the Stags have
many options to play with before they
finalize their starting lineup. In time,
the right mix of players providing the
most productivity will surface, thus
enabling the Stags to compete for a
MAAC title.
The Stags lost their most productive pitcher, Joanna Nelson, who
graduated last spring. She was MAAC
Co-Pitcher of the Year, with a 14-11
record in 161 innings pitched. Picking up the slack this season will be
junior right hander Heather Yarashas
and left hander Marissa Beemer. Junior Kelly Krause will receive some
action on the mound as well this season.
The Stags spent last week in Orlando, Fla. for the Rebel Games. They
played a total of 11 games, and finished 6-5 on the road trip. In their last
five games, they were 2-3 with victories over Alabama-Birmingham (W
9-8) and Stepehen F. Austin (W 3-1).
They fell lo Liberty (L 11-1), the University of Maryland-Baltimore County

(L 5-1), and Wagner (L 4-3).
Overall, the Slags played well in
Florida. They were not as fortunate
in the win column as they might have
hoped for, but despite an embarrassing 11-1 loss to Liberty, they played
solid ball. :
Freshman pitcher Melissa Santos
displayed encouraging skills on the
mound, as she notched both wins for

All-American
signs with Stags
By Matthew Payne
SPORTS EDITOR

By Colin Davis
STAFF WRITER
The Fairficld Stags lacrosse squad
rebounded from a drubbing at the
hands ot" Cornell on March 4th, to
pound the Manhattan Jaspers 14-3 on
March 15th, on University Field.
While the campus was quiet because of spring break, the sounds of
rubber hitting twine were all that could
be heard on this Wednesday afternoon.
Fairficld rubber hitting Manhattan
twine, that is.'
The Stags wasted no time in erasing all of Manhattan's hopes in the first
half, jumping to a 6-1 advantage at
half-time and never looking back.
They ended up outscoring Manhattan
4-0 in the third period, thus ensuring
the Stags the victory. The win kept
the Stags undefeated on their home
field, and evened their record at 2-2.
While there was plenty of Stag
scoring, the Fairfield defense neutralized the Jasper attack, allowing a
miniscule three goals, with goalies C.J.
Kemp (30minutes, 6 saves), Josh
Olson (24 minutes 3 saves), and Geoff
Champney (6 minutes 1 save) combining for 10 saves on only 13 shots. The
Stags defense provided the muscle,
and allowed Manhattan to muster only
13 attempts on the net.
On the offensive half of the field,

Field hockey

the Stags. She took over for Yarashas
in the sixth inning versus AlabamaBirmingham and did not allow any
runs and against Stephen F Austin she
struck out nine, allowed only one run
and five hits to earn a 3-1 victory.
Other bright spots for the Stags
were senior Theresa O'Connor and
freshman Ellen Sarosy. In the Stag's
two wins, O'Connor had two hits and
three runs scored. Sarosy had four hits
and four RBIs. In the 5-1 loss to
UMBC, O'Connor went 2-for-3 with
two stolen bases and a run scored and
Sarosy scored the Stags' only run.
This Saturday and Sunday the
Stags are at the Princeton University
Tournament, but they are back in action at home next Tuesday, March 28
when they host Providence College at
2:00 p.m.
/

\

The Mirror
needs sports
writers. If you
are interested,
call the Mirror
office x2533 or
email us at
mirror@fairl
V
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out on the goals with assists were
Keith Urgo, Brian Holland, John
Helmsley, and Tom Cook.
On Tuesday, March 28th, the Stags
continue their competitive independent schedule as they travel to Cambridge, Mass. to face number 18 in the
nation, the Harvard Crimson

The Fairfield University Field
Hockey team finalized an important
deal on Tuesday by signing one of the
top field hockey prospects in the
northeast for next season. Head coach
Jackie Leonard announced that Julie
Knoblich. from Putnam. New York,
has signed a letter of intent to attend
Fairfield in the fall.
Knoblich attended Walter Panas
High School where she was a North
Region All-American and two-time
All-Slate forward. She holds an impressive career resume with 30 goals
and 27 assists in high school. In her
senior year alone, she tallied 14 goals
and 13 assists. As captain of Hudson
Valley in 1999. she led them to a gold
medal finish and also partook in the
1999 National Futures Tournament.
Knobich appears to be quite a steal
for Fairfield. She will certainly be a
helpful addition to the squad for next
season and years to come. Coach
Leonard is excited about the recent
signing. According to the Fairfield
Stags website, she said, "We are very
fortunate to sign a blue-chip player
like Julie. Her explosive speed and
superior stick skills will positively
impact our forward line."

Women's hoops

Stags fall to Wisconsin in
WNIT, finish at 25-8
By Matthew Thompson
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

That's the way the season ended;
not with a bang, but with a whimper.
The Fairfield University Women's
Basketball team exploded into the
1999-2000 season with a huge win
against the ACC's Wake Forest in
North Carolina. For the next three and
a half months, the Stags tore through
opponents, recording one of the best
seasons in team history (25-8) and
winning the MAAC regular season
championship.
But just when it came time for the
grand finale, the Stags didn't end their
season with fireworks, but instead in
a puff of smoke. The team was first
upset by St. Peter's in the-MAAC
Championship game, and then finished the season in undrarnaiic fashion, getting squashed by Wisconsin
83-46 in the first round of the WNIT.
After losing to St. Petes' in the
MAAC tournament, the Stags hoped
their 25-7 overall record would be
enough to earn them an at large bid
into March Madness, but instead
found themselves on their way to Wisconsin for a first round WNIT game.
The Badgers, members of the Big Ten
Conference, made quick work of the
Stags, who were clearly undersized
and overmatched.
"They were just really good," said
center Gail Strumpf. "Our offense was
off. We got the shots, they just weren't
falling."
Fairfield hit only one of its' first
15 shots and finished the half 8-for-

33 from the field. Not one Fairfield
player had more then one basket in the
first half and the Slags found themselves down 44-19 at the break.
Junior Megan Light led the Stags
with eight points in the game, followed closely by Strumpf who netted
eight points and pulled down ten rebounds. Strumpf finished the year
averaging over 19 points, 11 rebounds,
and 2 blocks per game.

We're happy with the
season. I just wish we
could have had our 'A'
game on Sunday against St.
Peter's."
I
-Gail Strumpf/1
A 25-8 record is definitely nothing
to be ashamed of, and earning the first
ever invite to the WNIT would make
so many other schools Fairfield's size
thrilled, but after
ridding the tidal wave of victories and
high expectations all season, its' a
shame the Stags finished an incredible
year with two losses.
Strumpf said that the team is happy
with the season for all their accomplishments, but letting the MAAC
Tournament Championship slip
through their fingers is their one regret. "We expected to win the MAAC
Tournament after we worked so hard."
Strumpf said. "We're happy with the
season. I just wish we could have had
our A game on Sunday against St. Peters'."
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No
fun
in
the
Sun
Stags struggle in beginning games; beat Hartford on Tuesday
By Matthew Thompson
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
After trips to sunny San Francisco
and South Carolina, where it lost 8 of 10
games, the Fairfield baseball team returned home to Connecticut with Hopes
that the cooler weather could spark some
wins. The cold breeze coming off the
Sound didn't help the Stags much, however, and the team continued to struggle,
dropping three straight games to MAACfoe Marist before beating Hartford.
The team is now 3-11 overall and 03 in the MAAC. Last year's team won
23 games, tying the program record for
wins in a season. With 20 varsity players, including seven pitchers returning
this season, the team has high expectations for the 2000 campaign.
Senior captain and center fielder Jim
Lopusznick says the reason the team is
struggling right now is because they
haven't played with any consistency.
"We haven't found our rhythm yet.
When you start slow, each win is hard to
come by," Lopusznick said.

Thus far, the Stags have been
plagued with sloppy play and mental
errors. The middle of the lineup hasn't
been as productive as expected and although the team has been successful
in getting runners on base, driving
them in has been a problem.
"If we play up to our potential, we
can play with anyone. We need to step
up and start making big plays*"
Lopusznick said.
Loupusznick, who went 2-for-4
with a double and a walk against Hartford, is on his way to matching the
.331 batting average he finished with
last season. In the first 14 games of
the year, the senior already has
smacked over 20 hits.
Brother of Jim and fellow outfielder Tom Lopusznick became Fairfield University's homerun champion
last season when he belted a record
10 homers. Now a senior, Tom will
look to challenge his own record but
may have some competition in shortstop co-captain, Paul Macchio. The
switch-hitting Macchio has already
gone deep twice this

photo: Nick Ouimet
Baseball team looks to stay on the winning side with three games at home versus Lemoyne
this weekend.

season, and Tom is still looking for that
first homer.
The Stags will host a double header
against Lemoyne University this Saturday with games at noon and 3:00 p.m. It
may be early in the season, but the Stags
need to get on track now and can't af-

ford to lose many more games while
searching for their missing consistency.
"We won in the past, and we need to
win now. We don't have the time to sit
around and wait for that rhythm," said
Jim Lopusznick.

Stags 6-5 after Rebel Games
Softball competes in eleven games in Orlando over spring break
By Matthew Payne
SPORTS EDITOR

photo: Nick Ouimet
Senior Missy Powers, shown here, leads an experienced Stag team into battle this season.

With 11 games under their belt, all
of which were played over Spring
Break as part of the Rebel Games in
Orlando Fla., the Fairfield Softball
Team (6-5 overall) appears to be
headed in the right direction. The
Stags had a successful season last year
and with the majority of the players
returning to the lineup, there's no reason for even more accolades this season.
Head coach Julie Brzezinskiis excited to have her entire infield returning, two of three outfielders, and two
pitchers from last year's staff. With
this experience, the Stags have the potential to make some noise in the
MAAC and in out-of-conference
match-ups this season.
Despite losing catcher Amy Booth,
who graduated last spring and was a
four-year starter for the Stags, Fairfield has all other infield positions intact. Returning at first base is Stag
standout Missy Powers. Powers is
coming off a 36-RBI season, a category in which she already holds the
program record. She ripped 10
doubles last season, which solidified

another Stag program record. The
other senior infielder returning is
Cristen Clark, who is solid at the shortstop position and led the team in batting average last year with a .370 percentage.
Playing second base is sophomore
Karyn Kennedy, who adjusted quickly
last season as a freshman and showed
glimpses of great potential. She
notched 13 RBIs last year. Rounding
out the Stag's defense is junior Kelly
Ellis, who finished the season hitting
.299 with 14 RBIs, eight doubles and
team high two triples.
Outfielders returning are Theresa
O'Connor and Keri Giangrande.
O'Connor played both left and center
field last season, and had a .405 batting average over the past two seasons.
She is lightning fast on the bases, and
stole 22 bases in 27 tries last season.
Giangrande played right field and designated hitter last season. She will
most likely solidify one of the outfield
positions this season.
Both Katy Hurtle and Katie Caputi
have experience as catcher to replace
Booth, but Hurtle, playing in 42 games
over the past two seasons, has the in
see "Softball plays" on pg. 15

